Welcome to the VMworld 2020 Call for Proposals

VMware is actively monitoring the ongoing developments of the COVID-19 outbreak and taking precautions to address the safety of our employees, customers, partners, vendors and others who attend VMware events. We are aware that many of you are working under extenuating circumstances and appreciate all that you do. In light of this, we are extending the VMworld 2020 Call for Proposals and will now close the CFP at 5 PM PT on May 15. We hope that this allows more time for you to work on your submissions.

Each year we collect hundreds of outstanding submissions from which we create a rich agenda for the largest VMware conferences of the year – VMworld. Your submission will be presented for review exactly as you enter it into the call for proposals portal, please ensure it is complete and accurately represents your intent for the session.

Also, please note that for VMworld 2020 you can add only one speaker per session whether it is you or another person. You may propose a secondary speaker but please note that their addition to the session will be decided by the review committee.

Before beginning your actual submission, we highly recommend you review the Submission Guidelines which are intended to help you create the strongest possible proposal and provide helpful information for your submission. We thank you in advance for your proposal and look forward to reviewing your submission.

Key VMworld 2020 Dates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>May 15</th>
<th>CFP Closes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 23</td>
<td>Speaker Resource Center Live</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 23</td>
<td>Speaker Notifications Emailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week of September 28</td>
<td>VMworld 2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Dates are subject to change.
Session Details

* Session Title
Compelling titles clearly and concisely tell the audience what they will learn. [i.] (Why Should I Use Virtual Volumes, A Technical Review of VMware Cloud on AWS, What’s New in vSphere, How to Upgrade to the Latest Version of VMware Cloud Foundation)

Blank text field – 75 characters

* Session Abstract
The session abstract should explain what will be learned and the value the information provides to the audience. Detailed, specific information (such as description of product attributes) is not recommended for abstracts. [i] (The session abstract should explain what will be learned and the value the information provides to the audience. Detailed, specific information (such as description of product attributes) are not recommended for abstracts.)

Blank text field- 850 characters

* Session Type *(For VMware Employee Submitters only)*

  Breakout Session
  TAM Customer Central Deep Dive

* Primary Session Audience *(Please choose one)*

  Application Developer
  CFO
  VP, Employee Experience
  CIO
  CISO, CSO, ISO, or VP, Security
  Cloud Admin
  Cloud Architect
  Cloud Native Application Developer
  DevOps Manager
  Director, App Dev
  Director, Cloud Ops
Session Presentation Pitch (OPTIONAL)

max 250-megabyte mp4 – approximately 1-minute video

For the submission review team to confidently determine exactly what your submission proposes to present, we ask that you provide a 1-minute video of what your proposed presentation will cover. Your video should follow the following format: Give a brief introduction of who you are, where you work and why you chose to present this topic. Present – what the topics are that you will cover during your presentation

(Sample Presentation Pitch Video)

UPLOAD MP4 FILE OF PRESENTATION PITCH

Drag and drop files here

* Track & Subtracks

  App Modernization

    Kubernetes

    Modern Apps
Cloud
- Hybrid Cloud
- Multi-Cloud Operations

Intrinsic Security
- Networking Security
- Cloud Security
- Workload Security
- Workspace Security

Virtual Cloud Network
- Cloud-Scale Networking
- SD-WAN & Network Edge
- Telco & 5G

Digital Workspace
- Hybrid Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)
- Modern Management
- Delivering Employee Experience

Emerging Trends
- ML, AI & HPC
- Office of the CTO
- Professional Development

*Choose a primary product your session will cover*

- App Volumes (Digital Workspace: Hybrid VDI)
- Azure VMware Solutions (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
- Cloud Assembly (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
CloudHealth by VMware (Cloud: Multi-Cloud Operations)
Code Stream (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
Fusion (Digital Workspace: Delivering Employee Experience)
Horizon 7 (Digital Workspace: Hybrid VDI)
Horizon 7 Subscription (Digital Workspace: Hybrid VDI)
Horizon Apps (Digital Workspace: Hybrid VDI)
Horizon Cloud (Digital Workspace: Hybrid VDI)
NSX (Virtual Cloud Network: Cloud-scale Networking)
NSX Advanced Load Balancer (Virtual Cloud Network: Cloud-scale Networking)
NSX Cloud (Virtual Cloud Network: Cloud-scale Networking)
NSX Distributed IDS/IPS (Intrinsic Security: Networking Security)
VMware HCX (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
NSX Intelligence (Intrinsic Security: Networking Security)
Project Dimension (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
Pulse IoT Center (Virtual Cloud Network: Telco & 5G)
Site Recovery Manager (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
Service Broker (Cloud: Multi-Cloud Operations)
Tanzu Application Catalog by Bitnami (App Modernization: Modern Apps)
Tanzu Application Service (App Modernization: Modern Apps)
Tanzu Kubernetes Grid (App Modernization: Kubernetes)
Tanzu Mission Control (App Modernization: Modern Apps)
Tanzu Observability by Wavefront (App Modernization: Kubernetes)
Uhana by VMware (Virtual Cloud Network: Telco & 5G)
vCenter Converter (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
vCenter Server (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
vCloud Suite (Hybrid Cloud: Multi-Cloud Operations)
Virtual Volumes (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
VMware Cloud Foundation (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
VMware Cloud Foundation with Kubernetes (App Modernization: Kubernetes)
VMware Cloud Marketplace (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
VMware Cloud on AWS (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
VMware Cloud on AWS Outposts (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
VMware Carbon Black App Control (Intrinsic Security: Workload Security)
VMware Carbon Black Cloud (Intrinsic Security: Workspace Security)
VMware Carbon Black Cloud Enterprise EDR (Intrinsic Security: Workspace Security)
VMware Carbon Black Workload (Intrinsic Security: Workload Security)
VMware Cloud Director (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
VMware Cloud Provider Platform (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
VMware Cloud Provider Hub (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
VMware Cost Insight (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
VMware Enterprise PKS (App Modernization: Kubernetes)
VMware Essential PKS (App Modernization: Kubernetes)
VMware HCX (Cloud: Multi-Cloud Operations)
VMware Integrated OpenStack Carrier Edition (Networking: Telco & 5G)
VMware SD-WAN by VeloCloud (Virtual Cloud Network: SD-WAN & Network Edge)
VMware Secure State (Intrinsic Security: Cloud Security)
VMware Service Defined Firewall (Intrinsic Security: Networking Security)
VMware Site Recovery (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
VMware Smart Assurance (Virtual Cloud Network: Telco & 5G)
VMware Tanzu (App Modernization: Kubernetes)
VMware Telco Cloud (Virtual Cloud Network: Telco & 5G)
VMware Telco Cloud Automation (Virtual Cloud Network: Telco & 5G)
VMware Telco Cloud Infrastructure (Virtual Cloud Network: Telco & 5G)
VMware Telco Cloud Intelligence (Virtual Cloud Network: Telco & 5G)
VMware vCenter (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
vCloud Suite(Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
vRealize Automation Cloud (Cloud: Multi-Cloud Operations)
vRealize Log Insight Cloud (Cloud: Multi-Cloud Operations)
vRealize Network Insight Cloud (Intrinsic Security: Networking Security)
vRealize Operations Cloud (Cloud: Multi-Cloud Operations)
vRealize Suite (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
vSAN (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
vSphere (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
vSphere Hypervisor (Cloud: Hybrid Cloud)
Workspace ONE (Digital Workspace)
Workspace ONE Intelligent Hub (Digital Workspace)
Workspace ONE UEM Powered by AirWatch (Digital Workspace)
Workstation Player (Digital Workspace: Delivering Employee Experience)
Workstation Pro (Digital Workspace: Delivering Employee Experience)
Other

Choose up to 3 secondary products your session will cover:

Can choose multiple (optional)

(reference product list from previous question)

*Does your session include a demo? Yes/No

If yes, live or video
* Level

Business

B100
Knowledge Transfer:

*Business strategy sessions discussing industry trends, professional development or basic product overviews and introductions. Customer success panel discussions emphasizing business value. No prior knowledge required.*

B200
Knowledge Application:

*Business strategy session discussing specific products, use cases, and solutions. Customer success panel discussions emphasizing business strategies and processes. Prior knowledge of product and/or solutions required.*

Technical

T100
Knowledge Transfer:

*Basic technical sessions discussing specific products, use cases, and solutions. Customer success panel discussions emphasizing technical topics. No prior knowledge of product and/or solution required.*

T200
Knowledge Application:

*Technical sessions discussing specific products, use cases, and solutions. Customer success panel discussions emphasizing technical topics. Prior knowledge of product and/or solution recommended.*
Highly Specialized/Technical Knowledge Application:

*In-depth, technical deep dive sessions focused on product features and implementation considerations and advanced techniques. Includes product demonstrations. Advanced knowledge or product and/or solution required.*

* Does your session contain future/confidential product information and therefore should not be viewable in the content catalog?
  
  Yes
  
  No

* (if answered yes) As your session does include future/confidential product information, when will the information be able to be shared with the public? This is the date the Content Team will use as the publish date, please make sure the date is no later than July 9, 2020.

  Mm/dd/yyyy

* Is the content for this session region specific?

  Drop Down

  Yes
  
  No

* If yes, please specify the GEO this session is intended for

  Drop Down

  AMER
  
  EMEA
  
  APJ
* Please explain why the content is region specific:
Open text field

* How did you hear about the opportunity to speak at VMworld?

(For VMware Customers)
vmworld.com
VMworld Email
Social Media
VMUG
Friend or Colleague
Other

(For VMware Employees)
vmworld.com
VMworld Email
Social Media
VMware Social
VMware POD
Friend or Colleague
Other

* Which BU does your speaker work in? (For VMware Employees)

MAPBU
CPBU
HCIBU
CMBU
Diversity and Inclusion (OPTIONAL)

We invite you to identify the gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, and veteran / disability status of your speaker in order to assess the effectiveness of our diversity outreach. The information you choose to share will be kept confidential, and it will not influence our decision when selecting sessions. Providing this information is always voluntary, however will be supporting VMware’s commitment to diversity and inclusion by self-identifying.

**Speaker’s Gender**

- Female
- Male
- Non-binary
- I choose not to disclose
Speaker’s Ethnicity/Race

- American Indian or Alaska Native
- Asian
- Black or African American
- Hispanic or Latino
- Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander
- White
- I choose not to disclose

Does the speaker identify as Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and/or Transgender (LGBTQ+)?

- Yes
- No
- I choose not to disclose

Is the speaker a veteran?

- Yes
- No
- I choose not to disclose

Is the speaker differently-abled?

- Yes
- No
- I choose not to disclose

If yes, please select all that apply:

- Hearing loss
- Vision loss
- Mobility issues
- Neurodiverse
- Autoimmune
Other:  

Does this speaker require support?

Yes
No
If yes, please explain:  

Add Presenter

Let us know who your speaker is by filling out the form below. If you are the proposed speaker, please enter your own email address. If your submission is accepted, the speaker notifications will be sent to the speaker's email you list below. Please be sure to enter the correct email address of your speaker.

IF YOU ARE A PRESENTER IN THIS SESSION, PLEASE ADD YOURSELF IN THE FORM BELOW.

Please note that for VMworld 2020 you can add only one speaker per session whether it is you or another person. You may propose a secondary speaker but please note that their addition to the session will be decided by the review committee and, if they are accepted as a secondary speaker, they will not receive a complimentary speaker registration, and will need to register for the conference on their own.

Select a role and enter the email address of the speaker. You'll be prompted to add or confirm additional information.

* Speaker Role
* First Name
* Last Name
* Email
* Job Title
* Company
* Bio

496 characters